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Cascound limns in Mamdarirrk

Claudia Ross

Purdue University

In Mandarin Chinese as in English, new words are formed by

mmbining existing words or morphemes. But the word formation

rules are different in each language, and the English speaker

learning Chinese must determine what the Mandarin rules are. This

task is male more difficult by the absence of inflectional and

derivational norphology to indicate the relationship of the com-

bined parts and the grammatical category of the resulting form.

The aims of this paper are twofold: 1) to simplify the language

learnerfs task by identifying some basic rules of NP formation and

noun oompound interpretation in Mandarin, and 2) to distinguish

between regular and idiosyncratic compound formation. The first

part of this paper is ooncerned with nouns composed of antonym

pairs. The second pert focusses an noun compounds composed of the

category sequence Verb (V) No (l).

Antonym Pairs

In Mandarin, stative verbs which are semantic opposites can be

combined to form words of the grammatical category N.
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1. a. zhen - jia

true (V) false on

ve
b. chang (V) duan (V)

long short

c. gab (V) - ai on

tall short

d. fan on - zheng (V)

opposite right side

e. shAn (V) - w1 (8) (V)

good evil

f. d on xi'S/3 (v)

big little

g. kuAi on - min on

fast slow

page 2

truth or falsehood (N)

strong and weak points (N)

height (N)

both sides (N)

virtue and evil (N)

size (N)

speed (N)

Certain types of antonyms are represented more frequently than

others in this sort of compound. Three types of antonym relation- .

ships are generally recognized by linguists: gradable, complemen-

tary, and relational. Gradable opposites are those that refer to

two ends of a scale for which there are intermediate values. An

example of gradable opposites in English are tall and short. Con-
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plementary opposites refer to two states for which there are no

1 inter values. The pairs dead-alive and win-lose illustrate

this .ementarity in English. Relational opposites refer to two

states which are opposites only in a particular context/ which may

itself be language and culture bound. To illustrate the dgference

between relational antonyms and the other antonyms, consider the

opposite of mother. The opposite will depend upon the precise con-

text in which mother is being considered. If the context is the

family tree and if the tree is considered vertically, the opposite

of mother is child. But if the tree is considered horizontally,

the opposite is father. Given other =texts, other opposites will

emerge. The opposite of mother may also be wife, or mother in law,

CT grandmother, etc.

Gradable and complementary opposites cxxnu much more frequent-

ly than relational opposites in the type of compound illustrated in

(1). GrArlahle opposites are represented by (b), (c), (f) and (g);

complementary opposites are represented by (a), (d) and (e) . As

(2) illustrates, relational opposites are also possible in this

sort of compound.

2. a. hgi - bii (V) black and white (N)

black white

b. sun (V) - ti In (V) bitter and sweet (N)

bitter sweet
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But relational opposites occur more frequently in compounds made up

of four verbs, as illustrated in (3).

3. a. ging (V) -hong (V) -zao on -bli on distinctions of

blue red black white right & wrong (N)

b. kin (V) -man on -ku on -la (V) all sorts of

pungent sour bitter hot/spicy sufferings (N)

C. XVI (V) n1 (V) (V) (V)

ha ay angry sad joyful

all kinds of

sentiments (N)

Relational opposites belonging to a grammatical category other

than V may also form noun compounds. The oompould xiEn9-dl-jig-mei

'siblings,' for example, consists of four nouns. The bound and

free forms of the component nouns and the meaning they contribute

to the compound are as fcllems.

4. free form bound form relative age sex

a. gage xfong older male

b. didi di younger male

c. jAjie jig older female

d. maimei mai younger female

The tendency for relational opposites to occur in tvu

gN3Me oompounds is probably due to the dependency on context in the

interpretation of this type of antenymical relationship. While
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gradable and oompeementary opposites are inherently opposites, re-

lational opposites are interpreted, as opposites only in a particu-

lar context. Although a pair of words is sometimes sufficient to

define the context in which the words are to be interpreted as an-

tonyms, two pairs of opposites makes the context clearer.

In addition, the peculiarities of the lexicon sometimes make

it impossible to specify a concept with only one pair of relational

opposites. Consider again xi-ong-di -jimbi, the Mandarin word for

sibling. In English, siblings are identified along the single

dimension of sex: male = brother, female = sister. The concept

-sibling' may be expressed by the phrase 'brother and sister, oan-

sisting of the words corresponding to the two values of the sex

dimension. In Chinese/. siblings are identified along two dimen-

sions: sex and relative age. It is impossible to refer to sib-

lings in Chinese with a single pair of opposites. Xiangdi refers

only to male siblings, and ji&bi refers to female siblings. 'USn

and m&I j ie and dl are not simple opposites since they differ in

two dimensions each, and thus they cannot be combined. In order to

refer to siblings, all four terms must be used.

It should be noted that while two morpheme oppositional

compounds our more frequently than four morpheme oppositional

compounds, neither kind represents the random juxtaposition of

opposites. In all cases, the order of the morphemes is fixed and

lexically determined, and cannot be predicted by any general seman-

6
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tic rule. Thus, for example, while 'right' precedes 'wrong' in

(le) shan-we 'virtue and evil," 'wrong' precedes 'right' in (id)

fgn-zhbng 'both sides.' Thus, knowledge of the structure of these

compounds will not enable the language student to consistently con-

struct well-formed oppositional compounds. But it will facilitate

his interpretation of the oompounds, and it will contribute to his

understanding of Chinese culture as well.

Nom-Final Compounds

We now turn to a different type of compounding in Mandarin,

that which involves a compound final no preceded by a member of

mother grammatical category, typically a no or a verb. I will

concentrate here on the structure of V-N compounds. N-N compounds

will be covered briefly in the course of the discussion.

V-N compounds in Mandarin have been the subject of several

studies including Chao 1968 and recently Chi 1984. Chi identifies

V-N compounds in terms of certain semantic criteria which, he

claims, must be met for a compound to be well formed. He identi-

fies five criteria for ' productive' compounds types, and two for

'non-productive' types, one of which is actually a collection of

indeterminate semantic relationships; I will consider only the

productive types here. They are listed and described in (5).

5. a. compound meaning is the result of the noun being ef-

fected by the verb:

7
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ji

fry chicken

'fried chicken'

b. the noun is caused to do something by the action of the

verb:

compete horse

'horse racing'

c. the thing denoted '. . is used to do wbat the verb

means to the referent of the noun.' (Chi 1984:21)

ang - 21in

push needle

'thimble'

d. the compound refers to agents whose nanes are derived

from the task described by the verb-object string:

guan - jia

manage house

'house- keeper'

e. the compound denotes the location where a motion is

directed to or originates from, or where an action or

process takes place:
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hug, king

slide ice

'ice skating'

Ti e problem a semantic characterization of compounds be-

comes clear when we try to place the expression kuhi-cha (fast- -

vehicle) 'express' on the list. Kusisi-ch5 represents a productive

type of compound consisting of a stative V and an N. Other makers

of this type of compound include bang-rfin (sick person) 'patient,'

and re-shuf "hot water.' There is no place for these compounds in

(5). That is, the list is not exhaustive, and the possibility is

real that it will need to grog unmanageably large to account for

all possible semantic relationships. Moreover, while kubi-chi

press' does not fit any of the semantic relationships specified in

(5), the syntactic relationship of kubi to the is no different from

that of zh 'fry' to j 'chicken' in (5a). In both cases, the re-

lationship is one of modifier to head. 2115-ji &notes same kind of

chicken, a fried one, and kuNi-ch5 denotes same kind of vehicle, a

fast one. The fact that kubi-chE does not denote just any kind of

fast car but refers specifically to an 'express' will be discussed

in the °caparison of lexical' and phrasal processes below.

In short, a characterization of one type of nominal compound

in terms of modifier -head structure eliminates the need for a new

category of compound types. Characterized in this way, NI-1i cam-

9
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pounds such as coo- -mho 'grass hat' ar.d din-cren3 'electric light'

need not be distinguished by separate criteria. A well-formed cam-

pomd in each case is an N modified by something.

The only restriction that Lzst be placed on such compounding

is one independently needed in the grammar, that involving selec-

ticnal restricticns. The modifier and head mast be semantically

ccmpatitle. Semantically incoupatible compounds are ill-formed in

precisely the sane way as incongruous sentences such as Chcmsky's

famous 'col.rless green ideas sleep furiously.'

A partial list of V-N compounds in which V modifies N is pre-

senteci in (6).

6. a. kuai-chE express

fast car

b. zha-ji fried chicken

fry chicken

c. roast duck

roast duck

d. c guy frying pan

frY Pan

e. zhang-16ng steamer

steam basket

10
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f. ting-t86g receiver

hear tube

Examples (d), (e), and (f) illustrate that the N need not be an

argument of the V.

A syntactic classification of V-N compounds makebOt possible

to collapse Chi's categories (c) and (d). In both cases, the com-

pound denotes an NP which is the agentive subject of the VP con-

sisting of V and N. Thus, ding-zbIn 'push needle' refers to the

thing that pushes the needle, a thimble, and gain1g 'manage

house' refers to one who manages a house, a housekeeper. (7) is a

partial list of compounds of this type (incorporating examples from

Chi) .

7. a. ding -zhan thimble

push needle

b. guan -jia

manage house

housekeeper

c. bang-tul leggings

tie leg

d. cover for stove

cover fire

e. zhen-titiu pillow

rest head

11



f. jiln-g5ng overseer

supervise work

g. chufin-dalo preacher

spread doctrine

h. shgu-ya

guard night

night watchnan

page II

It is interesting to note that English also has compounds of

this sort in which the verb and object form a new word which de-

notes the agentive subject of the verb phrase. But as (8) indi-

cates, the order of V and object in English is reversed from that

of Chinese. In English agent-denoting nominal compounds, the

object precedes the verb.

8. a. dog catcher (catch dogs)

b. house keeper (keep house)

c. foot rest (rest foot)

d. dish washer (wash dishes)

s is a potential problem spot for Ule English speaker learning

Mandarin. First, the English speaker may have trouble with Man-

darin compound formation. He must be careful to form agent de-

noting compourids according to the Chinese pattern and not according

to the English pattern. Second, the pattern may cause problems in

12
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compound interpretation. In ,..Nish, agent denoting compounds and

compounds denoting a modified N differ both in morphology and in

sequence of grammatical categories. Compare the order of V and N

in the examples in (8) with that in the following modified nouns.

9. a. caught dog

b. well -kept house

c. rested foot

d. washed dish

But Mandarin lacks both morphological and word order cues to dis-

tinguish these types of compounds. For both compound types, the

order of categories is The listener nmst use the semantic

properties of the V and N to interpret their relationship in the

compound. Knowledge of the possible relationships of V and N in a

V-N sequence greatly simplifies the task of noun oompound iatex-

pretatian.

Let us now oonsider Chi's category (b) (the noun is caused to

do something by the action of the verb), represented above by the

string soli in 'horse racing.' This type of V-N sequence differs

from agent denoting and modifier-head strings in several ways. Un-

like modifier head strings, the noun in sal ma strings must be the

subcategorized syntactic object of the verb. And unlike agen

noting strings, the V-N sequence in ski Mil/strings does not denote

the agult. Rather, it refers to the state associated with the VP

13
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cased of the V-14 string. That is, ski r:strings may be inter-

pceted either as VPs or as NPs. This is illustrated in (10).

10.

a. sai - ma

oampete horse

VP NP

to race horses horse racing

b. dau - Si to fight chickens chicken fight

fight chicken

c. bang - cidu to hit a ball baseball

to hit ball

(with a club)

Ite fact that ai ma strings may be either VPs or NPs is con-

firmed by tests for grammatical category membership. NP status can

Le identified by the ability to our as the head of a de- modified

phrase. This test identifies ski ma strings as well as agent de-

noting and modifier head strings as NPs.

14



11. zher de sli mg

dbu jt
bang qiu

ding zhin

zha jl

hen you ming.

here very have fame

'ine horse racing

chicken fights

baseball

thimbles

fried chicken

page 14

here is very famous.'

VP status can be identified by the ability of the string to be

negated or aspectualWmodified.1 As (12) illustrates, these tests

identify sal ma strings but not agent denoting or modifier head

strings as VPs. Negated agent denoting strings are semantically

nonsensical. When head- modifier strings are negated, they must be

interpreted as V.-abject strings (VPs), and lose their head- modifier

interpretation.

12. a. xingiiitan b0 s Ei mr.

Sunday not compete horse

On Sunday there is no horseracing.#

15
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v,I
b. YI3ng sai -le ma le.

already

'(I) have already rAced the horse.'

c. *Dfng-le zhin hgn yol'm yang.

very have use

d. *Ba dfng then hel.n atm.

very bothersome

e. Bo zhci ji ye hao chi.

not fry chicken also good eat

'If you do not fry the chicken, it is also good to

eat.'

NOT 'Untried chicken is also good to eat.'

f. *zhci-le J./ y higo chi.

The fact that the N in ski ma strings must be the syntactic

and semantic object of the verb suggests that these sequences

originate as VPs which are then naminalized. Let us consider the

productivity of this process. As (13) illustrates, Mandarin VPs

may occur quite freely as subdects.

16
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13. a. Shu5 hint mei y3C1 y8ng Ie.

talk speech not have use completive aspect

V N

'Talking is useless new.'

b. Sh5ushi ffingzi mei you Ash

clean-up home net have interest

V

'Cleaning the house is not interesting.'

c. Kan pengyou i wfir.

see friend good ?lay

V N

'Seeing Friends is fun.'

But while these VPs may our as subjects, they differ from

sai mlistrings in that they may not function as the nominal head of

a de modifier strings.

14. a. nuOtian de shu5 hug mei you y!ing le.

yesterday

'Yesterday's talk was useless.'

b. *J1ntian de sh5u.ohi ffingzi mei you yisi.

today clean house not have interest

'Today's housecleaning was not interesting.'

17
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c. nuftian de lan hAio war.

'Yesterday's visiting of friends (visiting friends

yesterday) was fun.'

In this way the V-N subjects in (13) and (14) are not NPs but

WS; VP natinalizatian is not freelycx=wring but applies only to

certain VPs. That is, VP nadnalizaticn is not an unrestricted

process, but is lexically determined. Now we must explain tow VPs

may function as subjects. This possibility follows directly from

the following generally accepted assumptions about Manctlfin.

First, sentences in Mandarin may function as subjects (or objects)

(cf. Chao 1968:86). Second, the subject position in Mandarin sen-

tences may be lexically empty. In this way the VP status of the

sentence initial V-N strings in (13) may be analyzed as having

underlying structures as in (15).

15. a. iNp rs [le vpshu5 barn mgi yeu yang le.

b. [NP S [

NP VP
1 [ shBushi fangzi111 mei

C.
[NP [s

[tip l
[vpkAn pengyouill hYo war.

In sun, sentential subjects with lexically empty subject posi-

ticns our freely in Mandarin. But naninalizatians from VPs is

much rarer, with acceptable ncminalizaticns predetermined in the

18
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lexiccn. VP nominalization is'a third type of nominal compound/

and like agent denoting and modifier -head compounds, accepteble

ozmpct.nds must be learned and cannot be freely coined.

It is important for the language learner to be aware of the

idiosyncratic acceptability of lexical compounds. As we have seen

here, the rules which can be used to interpret lexical compounds do

not necessarily generate well-formed compounds. Only a subset of

strings generated by the rules actually occur in the lexicon. This

idicsyncracy is a feature of lexical processes. But languages

often have regular syntactic processes for generating well-formed

expressions which are .emantically equivalent to non-occurring

lexical forms. Thus, for example, if I wish to refer to my fat

(ping) friend (per) in Mandarin, I cannot simply join pang, a

verb, with a noun, to form the campoimulaa &mu, or

Eang &cat or pang yy.. These are non-occurring lexical forms.

But I can use the regular syntactic rule of de modification (cf.

Ross 1983) and form the acceptable nom phrase ON de 2tTm.

Syntactic rules, unlike lexical rules, are regular and general in

operation. Similarly, if I wish to refer to a person who sells

(mai) ducks (yzi), I cannot apply the rule for agent denoting

lexical compounds to form mad yla or mai yizi. These are also ncn-

occurring forms. But I can form the expression by the syntactic

rule of de modification, using the VP mai y-izi plus the modifica-

tion marker de to modify a lexically unspecified NP: mai jazi de cwt.

19
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one who sells dpcks.' Agent denoting phrases may be freely

formed using this syntactic process of 51e modification.

Lexical and phrasal (-impounds may be distinguished by an

additional property: predictability of meaning. The meaning of a

phrasal compound is typically the sun of its parts. Lexical com-

pounds, an the other hand, are not directlycaupcsitional. A com-

parison of modifier -head strings with and without de clearly

illustrates this difference, and supports an analysis of de-less

compounds as lexical.

12. de - NPs

a. hiding de stir:

red book

'a book which is red'

de-less NPs

hding stir:

red book

'Mao's red book (regardless

of the dolor of the binding)'

b. bcii de ren bfii ran

white person white person

'a person who is 'a Caucasian'

white or pale'

c. xil!ro de hlizi

snail child

'a child who is small'

20

xi go hlizi

small child

a child (regardless of size

of child)**
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Returning now to the classification of nom final nominal

compounds, let us consider Chi's category e ("the emmpoumd denotes

the location where a motion is directed to or originates from, or

where an action or process takes place'). Examples of this kind of

string are presented in (17).

17. a. ma jia

scold street

to scold on the street' /'a street scolding"

b. huci bing

slide ice

'to ice skate' /'ice skating

c. shut di

sleep ground

'to sleep on the ground' /'ground sleeping'

These V-N strings are different frau the ones discussed above

in that the no is neither the affected object of the verb nor the

agent of the VP. It is not a semantic argument of the verb at all,

but rather represents an optional adjunct relationship of location.

In fact, strings like these can be paraphrased by strings like

(18), in which the NP is the object of a locative, and not of hum,

mh or shul.

21
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18. a. zal jfe-shang ma

at street-on scold

'scold on the street'

b. z&i ang-shang hurl

at ice on slide

'slick on the ice'

c. zai d-shang shut

at ground on sleep

'sleep on the ground'

Structural properties indicate that strings like (18) are

nadmalized VPs, and as such, represent a special case of sal ma

type strings.

First, the tests of negation and aspectual modification indi-

cate that mail? strings function as syntactic VPs.

19. a. 'a ma-le ji-e 4.1e rfin, xianzal yolau ihIpiZmen de

she scold street hit person now again seek

mAfan le.

trouble

She scolded on the street and hit someone, and now

she's causing us trouble again.'

22
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b. Wo mei huff -guo bing.

I not slide ice

'I have not ice skated before.'

c.wgyeai ma shut -guo dl.

I also not sleep ground

'I have also not slept on the ground.'

That is, while the N in each case is not the senantic/thematic2

object of the V, it functicas as the syntactic object of the verb.

Second, ma LE strings, like sai ma strings may also function

as NPs. In particular, they may our as the head of a de modifier

clause.

20. a. Nage 1146 de ma jie hen llhai.

that old-roman street-scolding very severe

That old woman's street scolding is very severe.'

b. Helen de hat bing hgn Ou ming.

Holland ice skating very have fame

'Holland's ice skating is very famms.'

In this way, ;TALK strings, like sat ma strings, are ncluinal-

imaN/Ps. The difference between these strings is in the thematic

peculiarity of the ma j22 strings. It is not difficult to explain

the syntactic well-formedness of the ma i2le strings. In each case,

23
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the verb is transitive, and as such, subcategorizes for an object

N.

21. a. Ta dicing ma ran.

she often scold person

She often scolds people.'

z&i 10-shang huff le yl.jiao.

he at road-on slide one foot

"He slipped on the street.'

c. fiezai dt-shang shut jiao.

he at ground -on sleep

sleeps on the ground.'

rolie strings preserve the subcategorizations of the verbs. They

violate only the selectional restrictions of the verbs in terms of

the thematic role associated with the subcategorized object. Since

the offending N may easily be interpreted as a locative, the

strings are not anomalous.

But why should Mandarin substitute locative NPs for thematic

objects? Z suggest that the reason has to do with a preference in

Mandarin for two syllable phrases, a principle which can be infor-

mally stated as in (22) .

24
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22. Bisyllabic Preference Principle: Words and phrases in

Mandarin ideally consist of two syllables or sets of

categorically parallel two syllable phrases.

'e effect of (22) is to increase monosyllabic words and`

phrases by one syllable where possible and to reduce phrases and

words consisting of mace than two syllables to two. For example,

the bisyllabic preference principle is responsible for the seman-

tically empty zi suffixed onto many moncsyllabic nouns as in (23).

23. di zi 'rope-

feangzi -house-

xrangzi 'hoe

It is also responsible for the disappearance of this seman-

tically empty syllable when zi suffixed words chine with one

syllable morphemes to create new words.

24. yacf-dcli

waist rope 'belt'

chCI-ffing

kitchen roam 'kitchen"

kao-m.ang

roast box 'oven'

25
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Morphemes like zi with weak semantic loads are obvious targets

& the principle. They can be eliminated without rendering a

string incomprehensible. Other such words include cognate objects

like jiho in the VP shut jib° 'sleep,' and locative comrbs that

cma he predicted from the meaning of the verb. The multi-syllable

expressions in (18) all have expendable morphemes and can all be

rephrased as two syllable strings. The bisyllabic preference prin-

ciple values these two syllable strings, so the reduction is sanc-

ticned.

Let me stress here that I use the term reduction' descrip-

tively to mean that the strings in (17) have fewer syllables than

those in (18). I do not intend to imply that the 'string in (18)

have been reduced by sate transformation. It would be impossible

to formulate a syntactic transformation to derive (17) from (18).

For as (25) illustrates, strings like (17) are not freely occur-

ring; not all VPs with objects and locative phrases have equivalent

V-N paraphrases like those in (17).

23. a. TR gi chafing-1i chi fan.

he at kitchen-in eat (rice)

He eats in the kitchen.'

b. Itti chi chfi (fing).

26
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In fact, it is not necessary to posit a reduction process in

order to generate ma na. strings. Rather, we need only assume a

second, semantically related verb for each instance of an alverent-

ly reduced phrase. The first lexical entry (corresponding to the

unreduced string) subcategorizes for a syntactic object with nn ob-

jective thematic role. The send entry (corresponding to the re-

duced string) subcategorizes for a syntactic object with a locative

thematic role. This is the more marked entry, because syntactic

objects are not typically assigned locative thematic role. Rough

entries for ma are as follcws.

26. a. mai (V) : NP

e-object

Asld

b. mA2 (v). NP

6-- location

"'scold'

MA/ will permit an adjunct locative phrase while m& will not.

Inclusion of such a phrase for mA would be redundant.

Finally, it is interesting to note the pervasive role of the

bisyllabic preference principle in Mandarin word formation. It is

a well imam fact that Mandarin has many two syllable words along-
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side semantically equivalent multi-syllable expressions. Sane

examples are presented in (27).

27. a. youji + 16ngohuan y5uleng

mail boat mail boat

b. lAoh0 + ylfu ) haft

protect coat overcoat

c. Ificdang + mrifan lfiana

labor model model wor'- r

+ mingling -1 jinling

restrict order ban

e.10 + shangyin 101iin

record sound record

f. shi + zhAngce shim

lose policy lost policy

As Chi notes, it is impossible to formulate a rule or rules

uhich derive the shorter from the longer forms. As can be seen

from (27), the morphemes that our in the shorter form are not

predictably the first or second morpheme in the longer forms. But

these two syllable expressions can easily be explained as lexical

innovations sanctioned by the bisyllabic prefererm principle.
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While the longer forms have greater semantic transparency than the

two syllable forms, two syllable farms conform to a more highly

valued metrical pattern. Thus, two syllables from the longer forms

may be selected (at random or for some vague semantic reasons) to

form a bisyllabic word. only certain bisyllabic expressions 'catch

on in the language and achieve the status of word, and these new

words exist side by side the longer words in the lexicon.

Conclusion

This paper has presented strategies for the interpretation and

formation of Mandarin oampounds. It has distinguished between two

types of compounds: lexical and phrasal. While both types of cam-

pounds consist of sequences of verbs and name lexical compounds

are indivisible words formed in the lexicon, while phrasal com-

pounds are sequences of words joined by syntactic phrase structure

rules.

I have shown here that this distinction has more than a theo-

retioal significance, and is relevant for the language learner as

well as the linguist. For while rules for the combination of cate-

gories can be identified for both types of compounds, only phrasal

compounds may be freely formed by these rules. In contrast, cate-

gories combined in ac oordance with lexical rules myna result in

actually occurring words. The language learner needs to identify
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compound processes as lexical or phrasal in order to know when he

may freely use a process to produce well- formed expressions.

The strategies for the interpretation of campounds has obvious

relevance for the language learner. The absence of inflectional

cues to identify the relationship of lexical items in a string re-

suits in the surface convergence of several different structural

relationships. Knowledge of possible relationships and relevant

syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and stylistic cues greatly simpli-

fies the task of compound interpretation and contributes to the

general understanding of Chinese.
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Footnotes

*This work was supported by a grant from the Joint Committee on

Chinese Studies of the American Council of Learned Societies and

the Social Science Researc.. ',moil. It would not have been

possible without the assistance of Mr. Heping Zhao, whose many

observations about Mandarin noun compounds are incorporated in

this paper. All errors are, of course, my own.

;Nouns may not be negated or aspectually modified. The ability to

be negated is a property of all verbs. Aspectual modification is

possible for a subset of verbs.

21 use the term 'thematic' here in the sense used by Chansky 1981

and others to refer to the semantic relationship of an argument

subcategorized by a verb. Thematic theory is not well developed,

and labels for these relationships are not standard in the litera-

ture. I use the term 'agent' to refer to the source of the action

of the verb, and 'object' to refer to the affected object.


